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Ad-Free Gang Wars In the future, companies are replaced by robots
because we can not afford to pay for human beings. This is based on the
movie called RAM.Advance. Later, the world is at the brink of chaos.
While working for Senator Hartwell, Senator Tom Stanton finds a way to
get secret documents. The foundation of the new world order. Professor
William Speed makes the robots have sentience, and they are now free.
Because of the emerging danger, the government intends to go forward
on this. However, a group of robot rebels led by Michael Angelo start to
resist the secret war and they call them "Humans". When the planet
Michael Angelo starts to revolve along with the robot army, is the stage
of the final battle. The competition between the two kinds of robots is
fierce. It is the fight that decides the fate of the world.Surveillance
camera image of a man suspected in the robbery of the Wilderness
Brewing Company. Police are seeking an older man in connection with
the robbery of a central North Carolina brewery. Wilderness Brewing
Company was robbed early Saturday morning after the owner left the
loading dock door open. Police say a man entered the brewery and used
a handgun to demand money from the owner. The owner was not
physically injured. The robber fled with cash and beer, which was later
recovered. Police described the suspect as an older, white man wearing
a baseball cap, a blue hoodie, a toboggan and a jacket. He was last seen
running west on South Church Street and is thought to be in the
neighborhood, possibly the 700 block of South Church Street. Anyone
with information is asked to call Crime Stoppers at 252-575-7111.In a
development that has drawn criticism, Facebook has removed more than
100 pages and groups associated with a powerful Russia-linked troll farm
in attempts to clean up networks of political misinformation, the
company said. The apparent move was first reported by the Daily Beast.
“On November 1, we discovered that Facebook was being used to
operate ‘inauthentic accounts,’” Facebook said in a statement provided
to NBC News. “We took these pages down not only because they were
inauthentic, but also because they attempted to profit by deceiving
people.” Facebook added that the perpetrators “created networks of
‘inauthentic’ accounts and used them to
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